The study of computational aspects of cellular automata (CA) is a recurrent theme being that the investigation of specific tasks to be solved by CA rules a common and widely-known approach. We investigated two of the most-studied computational tasks: synchronization (ST) and density classification (DCT). Different specifications of CA rule space were analyzed for both tasks: one-dimensional rules with radius 1 and 2, and two-dimensional rules with von Neumann and Moore neighborhoods. We also analyzed different lattice sizes when trying to execute these tasks. Several evolutionary experiments were performed to characterize ST and DCT on these different scenarios. Some interesting results have been occurred from these experiments as the adequacy of the tasks to be solved in two-dimensional spaces instead of 1D even using rules with the same length and the dependency to the parity of the lattice size related to good rules for DCT in 1D and 2D spaces.
Introduction
Although being very simple to implement cellular automata (CA) are able to perform complex computations. The understanding of how they perform these computations is still vague. An efficient approach is the use of evolutionary algorithms, as the genetic algorithm (GA), to search for CA able to exhibit a desired computational behavior over their rule space. Two of the most studied computational tasks in this context are the synchronization task (ST) [3] [19] [8] and the density classification task (DCT) [10] [6] [4] [22] . These tasks have been historically studied in 1D cellular automata rule spaces, except for some explorations about DCT in 2D spaces using Moore Neighborhood [22] [12]- [14] .
Some results and considerations about investigations we performed in both these computational tasks are presented here. We explore ST and DCT in classical 1D space using radius 2 and radius 3 rules, resulting in rules with 32 and 128 bits respectively. Besides, we investigated these tasks in 2D spaces using von Neumann and Moore neighborhoods, resulting in rules with 32 and 512 bits.
Section 2 gives a brief description about two computational problems widely employed in CA studies. Section 3 describes the previous usage of evolutionary algorithms to find good CA rules that perform a specific task. Section 4 presents a brief historical discussion about experiments involving synchronization task and density classification task in one and two-dimensional CA lattices, including the results and analysis of current experiments. The main conclusions of this work are present in section 5.
Computational tasks
Cellular Automata have the potential to embody models of complex systems, and to act as abstract machines that perform complex computations with high degree of efficiency and robustness. Various investigations have been carried out on the computational power of CA, with concentrated efforts in the study of one-dimensional CA capable of performing computational tasks [9] .
Density classification task
The most widely studied CA task is the density classification task (DCT) [10] . In this task the objective is to find a binary cellular automaton that can classify the density of 1s in the initial configuration of the lattice, such that: if the initial lattice has more 1s than 0s, the automaton should converge to a null configuration of 1s, after a transient period; otherwise, it should converge to a null configuration of 0s.
Figures 1 and 2 present two space-time diagrams of one-dimensional CA rules successfully performing DCT with radius 2 and radius 3, respectively. The rule used to generate the spatial-temporal evolutions in Fig. 1 (radius 2) has an efficacy of 56% in this task, while the one used in Fi. 2 has an efficacy of 88.9%. These efficacies were measured using 10,000 1D lattices with 149 bits.
Although the majority of published works about DCT investigates its original one-dimensional version, Morales and colleagues have proposed to study twodimensional rules to solve this problem [12] . Figures 3 and 4 present two sequences of two-dimensional lattices formed by the application of 2D CA rules successfully performing DCT; Fig. 3 started from a initial lattice with more 1s than 0s and Fig. 4 with more 0s. The rule used in Fig. 3 uses von Neumann neighborhood and has an efficacy of 67% while the rule used in Fig. 4 uses Moore neighborhood and has an efficacy of about 83%. These efficacies were measured using 10,000 2D lattices with 21x21 bits. DCT is a nontrivial task for a small-radius CA in any dimension, since they rely only on local interactions. On the other hand, this task is trivial for a system with a central controller or a central storage [9] . Performing this task well for a fixed lattice size requires more powerful computation than can be performed by a single cell or any linear combination of cells. Since the 1s can be distributed throughout the CA lattice, the CA must transfer information over large distances. A kind of global coordination is required to communicate cells that are separated by large distances and that cannot communicate directly. However, it has been proved that no finite-radius, two-state CA with periodic boundary conditions can perform this task perfectly across all lattice sizes [7] . The most studied configuration for DCT is defined by 1D lattice with 149 cells and CA rules with radius 3; the best performance of 1D DCT task in this configuration is about 89% [22] . 
Sincronization task
Another computational task previously studied was the synchronization task, ST for short [3] [19] . In this task, the goal is to find a binary cellular automaton which, given an arbitrary initial configuration of a lattice of N cells, after T time steps, it should reach a configuration that cycles through two lattice types: all cells in state 0 in one time step, and all cells in state 1 in the next time step. T is the minimum time required to guarantee synchronization of all cells, a parameter that depends on the lattice size (N ).
There are several one-dimensional radius-3 CA rules able to solve ST for any arbitrary lattice configuration [3] . Considering one-dimensional radius-2 rules, it is known that there are good rules with efficacy above 95% [8] . Figure 5 presents space-time diagrams of two different one-dimensional CA rules solving ST: the first is a radius-3 CA rule and the second is a radius-2 one. The rule used to generate the spatial-temporal evolutions in Fig. 5a (radius 3) has an efficacy of 100% in this task; while the one used in Fig. 5b (radius 2) has an efficacy of about 92%. The efficacy of the radius 2 rule was measured using 10,000 1D lattices with 149 bits.
Synchronization task can also be generalized for the 2D space. Figures 6 and 7 present two sequences of two-dimensional lattices formed by the application of rules successfully performing ST. The rule used in Fig. 6 uses von Neumann neighborhood and it has an efficacy of 100% as so as the rule used in Fig. 7 , which uses Moore neighborhood.
ST is also nontrivial since a small-radius CA employs only local interactions while synchronous oscillation is a global property. The locality of interaction can directly lead to regions of local synchrony and it is more difficult to design a CA that will guarantee that spatially distant regions are in phase 0. An effective CA rule must transfer information over large space-time distances. 
Evolving cellular automata rules
Once a computational task is defined, it is not easy to find a cellular automaton rule that performs it. Manual programming is difficult and costly, and exhaustive search of the rule space becomes impossible, due to its high cardinality. A practical alternative has been the use of search and optimisation algorithms, particularly evolutionary computation methods [10] [20] . Packard (1988) was the first to publish results using a genetic algorithm as a tool to find CA rules with a desirable computational behavior [20] . He considered one-dimensional CA rules as individuals in a population and their fitness is defined according to their ability to perform the specified task. In this way, the genotype of the automaton was given by its transition rule and the phenotype by its ability to perform the required task. Crossover among two CA was defined by the creation of two new transition rules, out of segments of two other rules; mutation was achieved by the random flip of the output bit of one of the transitions of the rule.
Other evolutionary computation techniques were used to find such kind of CA rules. Genetic programming was also used as a search procedure for CA rules to perform the density classification task [1] . Furthermore, for the same task, an important radius-3 rule was obtained by a coevolutionary approach [6] . It has an efficacy of 86% in performing DCT and it remained as the best-known rule for this task until 2008. Recently, Wolz and de have found a large set of 1D radius 3 rules (more than 100 rules) able to perform this task with an efficacy above 88% [22] . They have used a two-tier evolutionary environment and the best rule found in this work is 1461077C0F00CEBF1721047F0F333FBF (the rules are presented by their hexadecimal code representing the output bits from neighborhood 0000000 to 1111111). It is the best-known rule for this task and it has an efficacy of 88.99%.
Evolutionary methods were also used with synchronization task. ST was proposed by Das and colleagues (1995) [3] and it was also investigated in [19] [8] [21] . In the experiments reported in [3] a genetic search was used to look for radius-3 rules able to perform the synchronization task. Several radius-3 1D rules that perform ST with an efficacy of 100% were obtained. By other hand, they did not obtain success in CA with radius-2. In this rule space, they only found rules with virtually 0% of efficacy [3] . Later on, Oliveira and collaborators (2001) had evidenced that a simple GA as the employed in [3] was able to find radius-2 rules with efficacy around 80% [19] . Moreover, by introducing a kind of parameter information it was possible to find radius-2 CA rules with more than 90% of efficacy solving ST. Recently, Mariano and Oliveira found the best known rule for this task with 96.4% of efficacy: FD9E9042 [8] .
In previous works, a simple GA environment was modified to incorporate a heuristic based on some forecast parameters and it was used to find DCT and ST rules [19] [15] . This approach uses parameter bands where good rules are more likely to occur. Once this information is available, it is used in an active way, as an auxiliary metric to guide the processes underlying the GA search. This approach has been previously used to search for CA rules in: 1D DCT [4] 
Experiments
This section presents results and analysis of evolutionary experiments performed using different CA rule spaces considering synchronization and density classification tasks.
Evolving rules for one-dimensional synchronization task
For this task, it was previously known that there are rules with 100% of efficacy in the space formed by 1D radius 3 CA rules [3] .
The rule FEB1C6EAB8E0C4DA6484A5AAF410C8A0 extracted from reference [3] and used to generate Fig. 5b is one example of such kind of rule. These rules can be obtained with a simple GA run as described in [3] with relative small size of GA parameters: population size (P op) = 50, number of initial configurations used to test each rule (IC )Â=Â50 and number of generations (Ng)Â=Â50. However, considering 1D radius 2 CA rules the good results are not so easy to obtain. Initially, Das and colleagues have reported that their GA has not found good rules for ST using radius 2 CA. Later on, it was confirmed that with a single GA it is possible to find radius 2 rules with efficacy around 80% and a good radius 2 rule was obtained incorporating a parameter-based heuristic to aid the GA [19] . This rule was used to generate Fig. 5a ; its code is EAC38AE8 and it has an efficacy of 92% in lattices with 149 bits. Recently, the parameter-based heuristic was refined and two better rules were possible to find by GA runs [8] . Their codes are FD9E9042 and BDF68640; both rules return efficacy around 96.3%. These results were obtained with a relative small GA: PopÂ=Â100, ICÂ=Â100 and NgÂ=Â100. Aiming to verify if this efficacy can be improved, we executed an evolutionary environment similar to the described in [8] using PopÂ=Â500, ICÂ=Â500 and NgÂ=Â500. It was not possi-ble to find any rule better than the two rules previously cited. However, we can find a large number of good rules. The best 10 rules are listed in Table 1 each one with its efficacy. The CA specification used in these experiments was the same proposed in [3] and used in [8] : time steps in CA evolution equal to 320, lattice size of 149 bits, number of initial configurations used in the evaluation of the efficacy equal to 10,000. Therefore, we speculate that using these CA specification, the generated rules are the best possible in radius 2 space. However we noted that these rules can exhibit an "almost perfect performance" if a large number of CA steps is adopted. For example, if we evaluate these rules using 1000 time steps in CA evolutioninstead of 320. Keeping the lattice size with 149 bits the new efficacy of each rule using 10,000 initial configurations and 1000 time steps are presented in Table 1 . The efficacies of almost all these rules have returned more than 99% with the increment on the number of CA steps, except for the rule AAE80AC0. However, if we try a high step number, these results do not change as presented in Table 1 . It means that some initial lattices will not been synchronized even using a time step number as larger as possible. This situation is due to the existence of few other attractors different from the two-cycle attractor corresponding to the synchronized behavior. If the initial lattice is within the basin of attraction of such kind of attractor the homogeneous lattices will never be reached. Therefore, the perfect rule for ST is apparently not possible in one-dimensional CA rule space. 
Evolving rules for two-dimensional synchronization task
The next step of our investigation was to evaluate the synchronization task in 2D CA spaces. First we investigated Moore neighborhood. In this case the rules are formed by 512 bits and they were tested in 2D lattices formed by 12x12 bits; that is, lattices with 144 bits positioned in a spatial arrangement. The other CA parameters used in these experiments was the same proposed and used in 1D experiments: time steps in CA evolution equal to 320 and number of initial configurations used in the rule evaluation equal to 10,000. It was possible to find rules with 100% of efficacy in the majority of GA runs performed and three examples of these rules are presented in Table 2 . Such rules were obtained with a small GA: PopÂ=Â100, ICÂ=Â100 and NgÂ=Â100. Subsequently, we performed the same experiment using von Neumann neighborhood. In this case, the rules are formed by 32 bits and they were also tested in 2D lattices formed by 12x12 bits. Rules with 100% of efficacy were possible to find in approximate 33% of the GA runs performed; three examples of these rules are also presented in Table 2 .
Since we already knew about the existence of 1D radius 3 rules able to solve this task with 100% of efficacy, formed by 128 bits, the results with Moore neighborhood were not surprising, once they have 512 bits. However, in the case of von Neumann neighborhood, the rules have exactly the same size of radius 2 1D rules: 32 bits. Therefore, the spatial arrangement of the 144 cells has facilitate the communication among cells in a such manner that they were able to solve the problem with a better performance than the linear arrangement of 149 cells used with radius 2 CA rules. This behavior was also observed in DCT experiments reported in next section. 
Evolving rules for one-dimensional density classification task
The most-studied specification involving DCT is radius 3 CA rules applied over 149-bits 1D lattices. In 1978, Gacs, Kurdyumov and Levin proposed DCT and presented a radius 3 rule known as GKL which returns 81.6% of efficacy when tested in random 149-bits lattices [5] . Later on, in 1993, Mitchell, Hraber and Crutchfield proposed an evolutionary search for DCT using genetic algorithms that became an important reference to all subsequent works using evolutionary techniques to search for CA rules [10] . However, the best rule found in their experiments returned an efficacy of 76.9%. In 1996, Andre, Bennet and Koza have found for the first time a rule better than GKL, using a genetic programming environment [1] .
Its efficacy is about 82.3% in this task. Juillé and Pollack used a coevolutionary environment to find a rule with 86.0% of efficacy in 1998 [6] . Its hexadecimal code is 1451305C0050CE5F1711FF5F0F53CF5F. This rule remained as the best one known for about 10 years until 2008 when Wolz and de Oliveira found a set of more than 7,000 rules better than Juillé and Pollack's one [22] . The evolutionary environment employed in [22] was based on a two level hierarchical architecture where a low level basic evolutionary search is embedded in a global, parallel, multi-population search algorithm. The lower level consists of several basic single population evolutionary algorithms in which initial populations were used ranging from 200 to 500 rules. The best rule in this set returns an efficacy of 88.9%. Its hexadecimal code is 1461077C0F00CEBF1721047F0F333FBF. We will present some tests involving this rule and the best Juillé and Pollack's one in the end of this section. We have prepared a simple genetic algorithm to find rules for DCT using the following parameters: PopÂ=Â300, ICÂ=Â300 and NgÂ=Â300 and the niche strategy of resource sharing used during the evaluation of population. No parameterbased heuristic was used in these initial experiments. Using this configuration, the best rule found for radius 3 CA rule has an efficacy about 82%. Subsequently, we used the same environment to search for radius 2 rules able to solve DCT. The best rule found is this search is 142149B7 and it has an efficacy at about 57.3%. It was used to generate the spatial-temporal pattern diagrams of Fig. 1 . It is clear that this radius 2 rule does not use a sophisticated communication strategy as the radius 3 rule used to generate Fig. 2 . Thus, as pointed by other researches, the 32-bits 1D CA rules do not have local connectivity enough to solve this problem with a reasonable efficacy.
Evolving rules for two-dimensional density classification task 4.4.1 von Neumann neighborhood
Subsequently we turned to investigate the two-dimensional CA rule space formed by 32-bits rules with von Neumann neighborhood in DCT, as we have performed in ST. We started using 2D lattices formed by 12x12 bits and a genetic algorithm using the following parameters: PopÂ=Â200, ICÂ=Â200 and NgÂ=Â200 and the strategy of resource sharing. The best rule found in this search is 040F35BF and it has an efficacy at about 65.9% in 12x12 lattices. Therefore, comparing with the best one-dimensional radius 2 rule found in our previous experiments one can see that the two-dimensional arrangement of the rules has facilitated the coordination of the information among the cells and a rule with the same length (32 bits) can have a better performance in this task than the rules using the one-dimensional arrangement. However, some works have investigated rules with Moore neighborhood to solve DCT in other lattice size: 21x21-bits. Therefore, we calculated the performance of the rule 040F35BF applied over 21x21-bits lattices and we obtained an efficacy of about 60.9%. Due to this decay in the performance from 12x12 to 21x21 lattices we decided to evolve GA again to directly find good rules to 21x21 lattices. GA was adjusted with the same configuration established in the previous experiment, except for the lattice size. The best rule found in this search is 111315FF and it has an efficacy of about 67.0% in 21x21 lattices, clearly overcoming the performance of rule 040F35BF in this lattice size. However, when we applied rule 111315FF in 12x12 lattices its efficacy decays to 43.9%. This unstable performance related to the lattice size motivated us to test both rules in different lattice sizes. These results are showed in Table 3 , which presents the comparative performance of both rules from 4x4 to 21x21 binary lattices. For the smallest sizes (4x4 and 5x5), the rules were evaluated in all possible lattices, not only in samples of them, completely enumerating all possible initial lattices in each lattice size. For the other sizes, the rules were evaluated in samples of 1,000,000 lattices. An explanation is necessary about the tests using lattices with even sizes. Using such lattices, it is possible to have initial configurations in which the number of 0s is equal to the number of 1s. In this case, DCT is not well defined since it is not possible to decide the majority bit. However, in all other situations, the DCT is possible to be carried out. So, we just excluded the lattices with equal number of 0s and 1s from our tests. Looking over Table 3 , except for the smaller sizes, in which rule 040F35BF overcome 111315FF both in 4x4 and 5x5 lattices; the efficacy of these rules oscillates from odd to even lattices. This behavior is specially observed in rule 111315FF, the one evolved in an odd lattice size. In the case of rule 040F35BF, this oscillation is not so severe, but it is also possible to observe in Table 3 . Due to this oscillation, the rule evolved in an even lattice size (040F35BF) has a better performance in all the even lattice tested, while the rule evolved in an odd lattice size (111315FF) has a better performance in all the odd lattice tested, except for the smallest one 5x5. Such kind of oscillating behavior related to the parity of the lattice size was never observed, as far as we know, in experiments related to DCT. However, it was also observed by Wolz and de Oliveira in another computational task named parity problem (PP) [22] . PP is a task in which the objective is to get a CA rule to evolve a given initial configuration (IC) to an all-1 global one if the parity of the IC is odd and to an all-0 configuration otherwise. Using the same environment in which was possible to find the best radius 3 1D CA rule to DCT, they try to find good rules for PP and it was possible only for odd-sized lattices. Another interesting result concerning PP task is that for prime-number-sized lattices (in the range from 11 up to 31) they could find perfect rules, evidenced by full space tests (completely enumerating all possible ICs in the pre-specified lattice size). As in 2D regular lattices the prime-number-sized are impossible to obtain, we can not do this parallel with PP task.
Another characteristic noted in Table 3 is that the efficacy of both rules has a decay tendency from small to big sizes. It is explained by the fact that in all the experiments performed it was used the same number of time steps in the CA temporal evolution: 320. It is natural that using smaller lattice sizes this limit on CA time steps will be enough in a high number of tests than using bigger lattice sizes. Thus, this decay tendency is an expected behavior. What is not expected is, for example, the rule 111315FF returning 71% of efficacy using 9x9 lattices and below 44% of efficacy using the next lattice size: 10x10.
Moore neighborhood: Initial experiments
Continuing with our investigation about DCT, we turned to evaluate the CA rule space formed by 512-bits rules with Moore neighborhood. This specification of DCT was first proposed by Morales, Crutchfield and Mitchell [12] , which could find a reasonable rule for this task using a GA-based environment. Their best rule is presented in Table 4 , named as MCM, and it has an efficacy of about 69% (as reported in [12] ). This efficacy was evaluated using the same lattice size in which this rule was evolved: 21x21. Later on, this search was improved by Oliveira and Siqueira using a parameter-based heuristic and a resource sharing strategy and it was possible to find better rules [14] . The best rule found has 70.62% of efficacy (when tested in 12x12 lattices) and it presented in Table 4 named as OS. Recently, Wolz and de Oliveira [22] could find better rules for this specification of DCT using the same two-tier environment, in which they found the best 1D radius 3 CA rule for DCT. They could find several rules with efficacy above 82% in 21x21 lattices and the best one is also presented in Table 4 , named as WO. However, due to the incompatible results found by these authors about OS rule, we have discovered that a mistake has been made in reference [13] because the best rule in this experiment (OS) was obtained and tested in 12x12 lattices, although in [13] these results were wrongly presented based on 21x21. Therefore, we decided to evaluate the three rules in both lattice sizes: 12x12 and 21x21. Surprisingly, the best rule in reference [22] (WO) is clearly better in 21x21 lattices but the best rule in reference [13] (OS) is better in 12x12 lattices, as presented in Table 4 . The MCM rule has an efficacy similar to OS in both lattice sizes, but the first rule is overcame by the second one in both tests. Thus, we decided to evaluate OS and WO rules in a large number of lattices sizes, including full space tests (completely enumerating all possible ICs in the lattice size) in 4x4 and 5x5 sizes. This comparative analysis is showed in Table 5 .
Observing the results of Table 5 , one can observe a severe oscillating behavior of WO rule related to the lattice sizes: it performance oscillates between odd and even lattices, being that it efficacy is high in odd-size lattices and significant low in evensize one. The performance of this rule is very similar to what was observed with 32-bits rule 111315FF: both rules oscillate and each one has a better performance when applied in lattices with the same parity in which it has been evolved. The other rule evolved in the even-size lattice (OS) exhibits a lower oscillation as the observed for 32-bits rule 040F35BF.
Subsequently, we performed new experiments using a modest GA (PopÂ=Â100, ICÂ=Â100 and NgÂ=Â100) with resource sharing strategy (and no parameterbased heuristic) only to better investigate this "phenomena" related to the parity of the lattice size used during the evolution. In this new series of experiments a kind of adaptive fitness evaluation was used. It was established in [10] that the initial lattices used to evaluate the individuals should be generated by a uniform distribution for a better performance of the evolutionary search. However, the best rule found is evaluated in a sample of random lattices generated by a Gaussian distribution in the final of each GA run. A strategy that has presented a better performance is starting from the uniform distributed lattices and as the rules becoming better we change to sort a portion of the lattice using Gaussian distribution. As better as the rules turned on, as larger as the portion sorted by Gaussian distribution. This strategy was previously used in [4] and [2] to find rules with high performance on 1D DCT. However, it was not used in [13] to find OS rule in the experiments with 2D DCT. Another kind of adaptive evaluation was also used in [22] but it is not the same used here and in references [4] and [2] as the initial lattices do not start from a totally uniform sample; besides in [22] the lattices started with small sizes and they are smoothly shifted towards larger sizes during the evolution. We performed a first series of runs using 12x12 lattices. We performed a second experiment using only 21x21 lattices. Finally, a third experiment was performed evaluating two different sizes of lattices: 20x20 and 21x21. That is, each individual (CA rule) of the population is submitted to tests using both 20x20 and 21x21 lattices (50% of each one). Table 6 presents the efficacy of the best rules found in each experiment, evaluating them from 6x6 to 21x21 using 1,000,000 lattices for each lattice size and using the entire space of 4x4 and 5x5 lattices (excluding the cases in which the number of 0s is equal to the 1s). The results of WO and OS rules were replicated here to aid their comparison with the new evolved rules. Table 4 Efficacy of rules WO [22] , MCM [12] and OS [13] evolved in lattice sizes 12x12 and 21x21.
MCM (21x21)
OS (12x12 Looking over the results on Table 6 it is possible to observe that WO rule is the best rule in all the odd-size lattices and also in 20x20 lattices. The best rule evolved in 21x21 lattices is clearly inferior to WO in respect to these lattice sizes. It was not a surprise since the evolutionary environment used is much simpler and modest than the one used in reference [22] and we did not believe that it was possible to find a better rule in such situation. However, what have catch our attention was the fact that this rule, even being evolved by a simple and modest GA, overcomes WO rule is all the even-size lattices from 6x6 to 18x18. Besides, although this rule slightly oscillating between even-size and odd-size lattices, its oscillation is not as severe as the observed in WO rule. Comparing the rules evolved based on 12x12 lattices, one can see that OS rule has the best performance only in relation to the 4x4 and 6x6. In all the other sizes OS rule was overcame by the best rule evolved in our experiments using 12x12 lattices, including all the odd-size lattices. As pointed before, GA used in our experiments uses an adaptive evaluation not used in the GA that found OS [13] and it was executed using the same parameters: PopÂ=Â100, ICÂ=Â100 and NgÂ=Â100. So, we believe that this new 12x12 rule is better than OS due to the adoption of the adaptive evaluation. Now comparing the performance of the rules evolved using only one lattice size (even or odd size) to the rule evolved using mixed lattices (even and odd-size), one can see that in general the 12x12 evolved rule is better in smaller lattices and the mixed sizes is better in the larger lattices. Thus, it is difficult to conclude which is the best rule between them. The final observation and possibly the most important about the experiments reported in Table 6 is that, although all the evolved rules present at least a slightly oscillation between odd and even size lattices, the unique rule that presents a severe oscillation is WO rule.
Moore neighborhood: Experiments using BWLR-simmetry
We started to asked ourselves if the specialized behavior observed in the last experiments is really necessary to a rule to have a good performance in this task or if is related to some special characteristic to the evolutionary environment used to obtain WO rule in [22] . Table 5 Comparative performance using 2D CA rules WO [22] and OS [13] Lattice As pointed before, a complex two-level hierarchical evolutionary environment was used in to obtain both 1D and 2D DCT rules. However, in author's words a new constraint was used which, in fact, turned out to be the main cause of the achieved success, is defined as the number of state transitions of a rule that respect the joint black-white, left-right transformations. In the case of good DCT rules, this means that the amount of BWLR-symmetry should be maximal. Any CA rule can have three dynamical equivalent rules obtained using three possible transformations: complementary, reflection and complementary-plus-reflection (or black-white, left-right and joint-black-white-and-left-right transformations). Other works have shown that the symmetry of the bits related to the complementary transformation is related to the success of a rule to perform as specific task. In [4] it was observed that in the best DCT rules known until that moment the bits related to the complementary symmetry has an asymmetrical pattern. This observation was used in the evolutionary experiments reported in [4] to obtain a rule as good as the best rule known at that moment (JP rule discovered in [6] ). This symmetry turned out to be important in another context, related to the application of CA chaotic rules to cryptography. It was observed that rules with the bits related to the complementary transformation in a totally symmetrical pattern (resulting in a palindrome rule) have a high number of Garden-of-Eden states and they are not appropriate to be used in a ciphering method based on the pre-image calculus [17] and [18] . However, in Wolz and de Oliveira's work the symmetry of the bits related to the complementary-plus-reflection transformation, named as BWLR-symmetry in [4] , has revealed as the most significant to the success of a DCT CA rule. In fact, we calculated the value of this symmetry in the best rules published in [4] for 1D and 2D spaces and all the rules have this symmetry equal to 1 (in a range from 0 to 1). That is, these bits are totally symmetrical in these best rules, turning that each one of these rules does not have a complementary-plus-reflection equivalent rule as the same binary code is obtained when the transformation is applied. This information was used as a heuristic to guide the evolutionary search in [4] to the region of the best possible rules for DCT (both in 1D and 2D rule spaces). This heuristic was implemented as a repairing infeasible solutions procedure that was not totally explained in [4] but sure it have caused the discovery of almost all good rules having the BWLR-symmetry equal to 1. Aiming to investigated the influence of the usage of this parameter to guide the evolutionary search and specially trying to verify if it has any influence in the oscillatory behavior observed in WO rule, we first calculated the value of BWLRsymmetry associated to the six 512-bits rules used in Table 6 and in the two 32-bits rules used in Table 3 . As one can see the value of BWLR-symmetry equal to 1 is not natural to find by GA and it was found only in rule WO once this value was pre-specified as desired in the evolutionary search. Thus, we modified our GA environment previously described (standard GA with resource sharing and adaptive evaluation) to use a heuristic related to BWLR-symmetry to guide the evolutionary search. This information was incorporated not in the same way as in [4] as a repairing infeasible solutions procedure. We incorporated it in a similar way to what was done in the parameter-based heuristic described in [15] and [16] . The parameter BWLR-symmetry was the only one used in this heuristic with a desirable range defined as above 0.9. A series of GA runs was executed using this parameterguided environment and with larger GA parameters: PopÂ=Â300, ICÂ=Â300 and NgÂ=Â300. Table 7 shows the best rules evolved in one experiment with 12x12 lattices and in another one using 21x21 lattices. Although the 21x21 rule is worst than WO rule, it is clear that this performance in odd-size lattices is better the previous evolved 21x21 rule showed in Table 6 . However, in the even-size lattices its performance presented a significant fall when compared to the 21x21 rule of Table 6 , except for the 20x20 lattices. Comparing with WO rule, this rule presented better efficacies in the majority of even-size lattices. But what was more evidenced is that this rule also presents a severe oscillatory behavior between even and odd size lattice. Although this oscillation is more moderate than the one observed in WO rule, this rule was the one that returned the most expressive oscillation in our experiments. On the other hand, the best rule evolved using the BWLR-symmetry with 12x12 lattices returned a minor oscillation and a clearly performance improvement in relation to the previous 12x12 rule presented in Table 6 : it overcomes the previous rule in all the tested lattice sizes. Besides, when compared with WO rule the new 12x12 evolved rule surpass the previous published one in all even lattice sizes tested while the WO is better in all the odd-size lattices. However due to its oscillatory behavior, the average value returned by WO rule considering all the tested sizes is significant lower that the new rule (73.59% against 81.86%) with a severe standard deviation (13.55 against 2.91). Applying the confidence interval we have 95% of confidence that the efficacy of the new rule in an arbitrary lattice is between 76.09% and 87.64%.
Concluding, the application of the symmetry-based heuristic together with the increase in GA parameters have improved the performance of the rules generated both in even-size than in odd-size lattices. However, this performance improvement was accomplished by an undesirable oscillatory behavior in the case of rules evolved based on odd-size lattice. In the case of rules evolved based on even-size lattice, the rules presents a more stable behavior. 
Parity lattice size dependence in 1D DCT
As the use of even-sized lattice to test DCT is not common (in fact they were never previously cited in the literature as far as we know) due to the existence of lattices with equal number of 0s and 1s in such kind of lattices, we decided to perform a final test to evaluate if the previously published rules for the 1D radius CA present a similar kind of instability in respect to the parity of the sizes used to test them. Table 8 presents the efficacy results of two remarkable published one-dimensional radius-3 rules: JP and WO 1D . JP rule published in [6] was evolved using a coevolutionary environment which do not use any parameter-based information; it hexadecimal code is 1451305C0050CE5F1711FF5F0F53CF5F and its BWLR-symmetry is 0.810. WO 1D rule published in [22] was evolved using a two-tier environment in which the parameter BWLR-symmetry and the balancedness level of a rule (in a certain sense can be thought as the Langton's lambda parameter) were used to limit the search space. It is the best currently known rule in this CA specification for DCT (the most widely-studied) and its hexadecimal code is 1461077C0F00CEBF1721047F0F333FBF and its BWLR-symmetry is 1. It is possible to point that the oscillatory behavior between even and odd-size lattices observed in some 2D rules can also be observed using the high performance CA rules evolved using the 1D version of the task. This oscillation even/odd is more notable in relative small sizes (for example, examining 19-bits to 22-bits lattices). However, it is a tendency of behavior even in the bigger lattices sizes. Another unexpected result that emerged in this last experiment is that although JP rule has been overcame by WO 1D rule in the majority of lattice sizes investigated here (including the 149-bits lattices that is commonly used as a pattern to evaluate 1D DCT) it seems that JP rule exhibits a significant better performance when using bigger lattice sizes (above 190). It is important to say that this analysis was performed fixing the CA time steps in 320 and WO 1D can have a slower communicating strategy to solve this task than JP rule that cause this severe decay.
Conclusions
In this work, we try to perform a more extensive inquiry over two of the most-studied computational tasks in CA context: synchronization task and density classification task. To do this, we evaluated the two computational tasks applying them to two different neighborhoods in both one-dimensional and two-dimensional cases. Using 1D lattices, we analyzed neighborhoods of radius 2 and 3 generating 32-bits and 128-bits rules, respectively. In 2D lattices, it was analyzed von Neumann and Moore neighborhoods generating rules of 32 bits and 512 bits, respectively.
By analyzing the four neighborhoods for the synchronization task, it was possible to confirm the existence of rules with 100% of efficacy for three of them: the 128-bits 1D radius 3 rules, the 32-bits 2D rules with von Neumann neighborhood and the 512-bits 2D rules with Moore neighborhood. However, for the 32-bits 1D radius 2 rules was not possible to reach 100% of performance and the efficacy limit of approximately 96% obtained in [8] was not overcame. This efficacy was measured in 12x12 bit lattices (resulting in 144 cells) and 320 time steps of CA temporal evolution. However, when the time steps was increased from 320 to 1000, it was possible to obtain 9 rules with efficacy greater than 99%, showing that these rules exhibited a slower communication strategy and they need more time to obtain the task convergence. On the other hand, increasing this time steps still more, it was possible to see that some lattices are not possible to synchronize; therefore, there are other attractors in the basins of attraction field of the evolved rules. A result that has caught our attention was the fact that rules with two-dimensional von Neumann neighborhood are relatively easy to found for this task returning 100% of efficacy. As in both cases (radius 2 1D and von Neumann 2D) the rules are represented by binary sequences of length 32 and the tested lattices have similar sizes (144 and 149) this result only can attributed to a better adaptability of this task to be executed in a two-dimensional arrangement. Although in both cases each cell can "see" only its proper state and the states of 4 neighbors, the two-dimensional rules solve the task with success. This difference of performance should be attributed to the maximum distance between two cells inside the lattice, which is smaller in a two-dimensional arrangement. However, if it was the case, a higher number of time steps would be enough to reach 100% of performance.
In DCT analysis we reached similar results, once it was not possible to find 32-bits 1D radius 2 rules with a behavior minimally driven to solve the task. Although returning a performance above 50% (approximate 57%), the best rule evolved here does not appear to have any particle-spread-based strategy, as observed in other rules found for this task, in the cases that the lattice are dominated by state 0 and the rule perform a correct classification, as the example of Fig. 1a . This behavior causes a high number of failures in lattices clearly dominated by state 0. On the other hand, a simple GA could be used to find 32-bits 2D rules using von Neumann neighborhood with a reasonable efficacy (67% in 21x21 bits) in which a particle-spread-based behavior can be observed. Therefore, the two-dimensional lattice really seems to aid the solution of this task. Another result that caught our attention related to this adaptability of DCT to the 2D space is that the best 516-bits 2D rules known for DCT have a worst performance than the best 128-bits 1D radius 3 rules currently known [22] . Thus, we believe that there is a lot of space to improve the two-dimensional rules using Moore neighborhood.
The analysis of 2D rules for DCT has highlighted a strong dependence of the efficacy of the published and evolved rules with the parity of the lattice size. Although DCT was not commonly studied using even-size lattices due to the existence of configurations in which the task is not well-defined, it is expected that any rule evolved for DCT has also a good performance in the even size lattice configurations in which the majority can be decided. Thus, such parity lattice size dependent behavior is not desirable and probably it was not observed before because in fact the previous studies focused only in odd-size lattices. However this parity dependence was already observed related to other task: parity problem (PP). Besides, this oscillatory behavior was also observed using good 1D radius 3 rules especially in the smallest lattices, although in a lower level. Thus, it is important to discover the reason of such dependence.
Finally, we want to purpose a final discussion about the dependence of the rule efficacy for any task with the CA configuration used to evolve the rule. In several situations, we noted efficacy decay when trying to apply an evolved rule in a different configuration: even/odd sizes, small/medium/larger sizes, low/high time steps, etc. In the last years, the huge effort employed in the search for rules that were better to solve specific configurations for a computational task led us to the development of more complex and efficient evolutionary environments, specific or general evolutionary strategies to improve the performance of the search and heuristics obtained starting from the observation of good rules previously published able to aid the search for better rules. However, does all this effort to improve the previous results would have led us to a situation in which highly specialized rules obtained for the configuration for which they were evolved? Thus, perhaps we have done a slight deviation in our investigations about CA computational ability in the sense that trying to understand how the CA compute, a rule to solve a specific task should be as general as possible and not so dependent on the CA configuration. In future experiments it might be interesting to use different CA configurations during evolution of rules, combining different possible scenarios for the evaluation of a rule solving a proposed task.
